


Masakhane Seating is to be recognised as not only the preferred fixed seating supplier in RSA but
also the major exporter of public seating and fixed seating to neighbouring and sub-Saharan
countries.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION
The fixed seating industry is a highly specialized field, and our company has the know-how,
practical onsite experience, and years of knowledge and exposure to be the leader in this field
with the backup of international companies, manufacturing the latest products in quality and
design. The architects and professionals appreciate this and trust our business knowledge and
ethics.
              

OUR VALUES 
         

At Masakhane Seating, we are driven by integrity, innovation, and excellence. Our values guide
every interaction and decision, ensuring trust, collaboration, and exceptional results in all that we
do.

SUSTAINABLE LEADERSHIP BEGINS WITH DESIGN
Innovation in the products’ conception is a formidable endeavour. It requires a comprehensive
understanding of our products' environmental impact, exploration of alternative design and
development approaches, and adaptation to the advancements brought forth by continuous
technological progress. Embracing innovation in our daily practices entails integrating
environmental consideration into product design, thereby making “eco-design” an indispensable
aspect of our product development process.
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ABOUT US 
    

Masakhane seating was established in 1996, we have secured our position as a premier provider,
specialising in the supply and installation of fixed seating and public seating solutions. Quality is
at the core of everything we do. We ensure that our products meet the latest international
standards in design, quality, and safety. Our offering features innovative designs and
manufacturing techniques, and environmentally friendly materials, reflecting our promise to
sustainability.

Our clientele spans diverse sectors, including auditoriums, airports, churches, cinemas, hospitals,
lecture rooms, theatres, planetariums, council chambers, and convention centres. From
spectator seating VIP/VVIP arrangements, press and commentators’ areas, to player seating, we
cover the full spectrum of seating needs for sports venues. Additionally, our retractable seating
options offer flexibility and versatility, accommodating diverse spatial requirements.

Through strategic partnerships with renowned international entities like Euro Seating
International and Actiu from Spain, we bring unique exclusive seating solutions to South Africa
and neighbouring sub-Saharan countries. As licensed agents for their product ranges, we offer
market-related prices without compromising on design or technical expertise.

With our current level one B-BBEE certification, we demonstrate our commitment to fostering
economic empowerment and transformation within our community. As proud members of the
Southern African Development Community (SADC) and registered exporters with South African
Revenue Services (SARS), we are committed to facilitating flawless transactions and fostering
regional cooperation.
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Reliability and Trustworthiness
Rely on Masakhane Seating's unwavering
commitment to trust, honesty, and reliability in
every interaction. You can rest assured that you are
partnering with a company with a proven track
record of integrity and dependability.

Innovative Design and Manufacturing Excellence
Gain access to the latest designs from the global market,
meticulously designed to meet the highest international
standards for quality, safety, and durability. Our products are
manufactured using advanced techniques, ensuring superiority
over most offerings from local competitors.

WHY CHOOSE US?

Exceptional Expertise and Experience
Benefit from our extensive industry knowledge and
experience, ensuring confidence in our advice and product
recommendations. With over two decades of dedicated
service, we have established ourselves as a trusted
authority in the seating solutions industry.

Custom Solutions for Every Need
Receive bespoke solutions tailored to
your specific seating environment
requirements, designed to enhance user
experience and functionality. Whether it's
for auditoriums, airports, or sports
venues, Masakhane Seating delivers
customized seating solutions that exceed
expectations.

Seamless Collaboration and Support
Collaborate seamlessly with our skilled in-
house design team or external professionals to
achieve optimal seating arrangements. From
initial planning to installation, our dedicated
team is committed to providing comprehensive
support every step of the way.
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Prestigious Achievements and Exclusive Partnerships
From winning the SABS DISA South African Design Excellence
award to being the exclusive agent for renowned international
brands and boasting registered local designs for MS-Bonno
Public Seating and the Metric Seating System, Masakhane
Seating continues to set the standard for excellence in the
seating solutions industry.

Lasting Business Partnerships
Cultivate enduring business relationships built upon trust, collaboration,
and mutual respect. At Masakhane Seating, we prioritize long-term
partnerships and strive to foster meaningful connections with our
clients, suppliers, and stakeholders.

Skilled Management and Installation Teams
Engage with our seasoned management and installation teams,
leveraging their extensive expertise and commitment to knowledge
transfer. Our highly skilled professionals ensure consistent / effortless
execution and exceptional results, from project inception to completion.

Maintenance-Free Durability
Enjoy maintenance-free seating solutions
built to withstand sufficient public use,
ensuring longevity and peace of mind. Our
products are designed to withstand the rigors
of high-traffic environments, providing
durable seating solutions that stand the test
of time. MS - BONNO
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MEET OUR DEDICATED TEAM

Our team consist of highly skilled and dedicated specialists across management, sales, administration,
and installation with more than a hundred years combined experience in the fixed seating industry.

Joe Moche - Chief Production Officer
Joe brings a wealth of knowledge and
expertise as a Shareholder.
Deon de Klerk – Special Projects
Director
Serving as a Shareholder and Director.
Pierre van der Merwe – Fixed Seating
Specialist
Extensive experience in fixed seating
installations, methods, problem-solving, and
design.
Susan de Klerk – Sales Division      
Susan spearheads our Sales and Marketing
division.

OUR TEAM KEY PLAYERS

Walter Ferreira – Chartered Accountant
Bridgette Mabaso – Business Developer
Hermelee Cronje – Project Sales Executive
Barend Jansen Van Rensburg – Projects
and Sales Assistant
Francois Nel – Site Manager
Godfrey Magole – Site Supervisor
Cameron Schoeman- Site Supervisor
Daryel September- Site Supervisor
Max Maimela- Site Supervisor
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Address

320 Alpine Way, Lynnwood, Pretoria, 0081

Telephone
012 361 1214
082 789 4078

Website
www.masakhaneseating.co.za
www.euroseating.com
www.actiu.com

deondk@masakhaneseating.co.za
sales1@masakhaneseating.co.za
info@masakhaneseating.co.za
admin@masakhaneseating.co.za
pierre@masakhaneseating.co.za
joe@masakhaneseating.co.za

Email

Company Registration Number:
1996/013869/07
Tax Reference Number:  9480326643
VAT Number: 4380163057
Workers’ Compensation Registration
Number:U030728606
B-BBEE Level: LEVEL 1

CONTACT US
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